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As we get closer to the start of the new school year, Yellowdig is making sure that

everyone is equipped with the correct resources and knowledge for a smooth transition.

Our new product update features a walkthrough tutorial of the platform. The "Getting

Started" feature allows instructors and community facilitators to easily set up a new

community in one go.

Additionally, we got the chance to sit down with David Blakesley from Clemson University

to hear about how he used Yellowdig in his English classroom to drive student

engagement. Click the link down below to watch a recording of the webinar. It's definitely

something you don't want to miss!

Thanks for reading, 
Shaunak & Team Yellowdig
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WATCH THE RECORDING >>

READ BLOG >>

Spotlight

Webinar Featuring David Blakesley From Clemson

University
Ready to hear about how Yellowdig helps drive student engagement in an English

classroom? Watch the recording of our guest webinar featuring David Blakesley,

Professor and Campbell Chair in Technical Communication at Clemson University,

in the recording below. See how our platform helps improve the teaching and

learning experience of students and instructors.

Latest on the Blog

Discussion Boards: Effective? Clichéd? Let's Discuss.
How effective is a discussion board for fostering community, anyway? Is it beneficial

in the traditional setting where all we see is the same old “one post, two comments”

method? If you find yourself asking these questions and curious to learn how this

next generation of learning and technology could impact education, then it’s time to

think about the new potentials that discussion boards hold. Click on the link below to

learn more.
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